


Who 
SatNews are not only the leading provider of industry news in the field of satellite; both 
commercial and military, but are also the coordinators of some of the industry’s largest 
symposiums and tradeshows. 

What 
With a very short lead time, Xpresso were tasked with promoting two of SatNews’ largest 
shows, not only raising awareness but driving direct traffic to the website and securing 
attendance conversions. 

How 
Xpresso delivered a high-volume social media campaign across Twitter and LinkedIn, 
which included: 
- Reaching out directly to show speakers in order to obtain unique soundbites and 

insights, which were then used in the campaign to reinforce the authority and prestige 
of the event. 

- Designing a slick, consistent aesthetic for posts that reinforced brand identity and 
recognition. 

- Using a range of social media tools to identify and target relevant audiences, and 
reinforcing these with paid campaigns where suitable. 

- Providing comprehensive metrics and feedback to SatNews in order to show where 
investment went, the results it achieved, and the areas that could be improved for 
future attendance. 

Result 
Click-through conversion from social media leads was higher than any previous SatNews 
campaign, and both events achieved attendance targets. Engagement of speakers and 
promotion of their individual voices also helped to foster even greater goodwill between 
industry experts and SatNews. 

“The Xpresso team achieved amazing results through an autonomous and efficient modus

operandi. I could see the daily increase of followers and interactions on social media which 

attracted qualified speakers, sponsors and visitors. Outsourcing tasks to professionals allows for a 

sharper focus on your business”. Silvano Payne, Founder SATNews. 
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LinkedIn campaign results

74 new Linkedin Page followers for SatNews with ORGANIC posts  
(unpaid  - 0 investment in post promo - organic!) as a result of the MilSat and 
Satellite Innovation LinkedIn campaigns
- Reached 700 total followers in total

WE INCREASED POST REACTIONS BY  4,966.7% - 152 Reactions

We reached an increase of up to 1219,9% more post impressions 
(with a total of 4.8K for example within peak posting time)

The visitors metrics indicated record visits on the SatNews ‘ main LinkedIn Page
Mobile users were the most active ones
We increased Page views of the main Linkedin Page of SatNews by 126,2%

WE STARTED ÓF F WITH 626 followers - 14 Sept
WE CHIEVED 700 followers  in total ORGANICALLY  and 
continued growing in record time (NO ADS, NO SPONSORED POSTS)

Executive Summary 
SATNEWS

SatNews Events
1784 - 1821 followers

SatNews
3929 - 3996 

ALL ORGANIC

Total Twitter  followers increase during the campaign



We created a total of 25 posts

on the SatNews LinkedIn Page

 for the the Milsat and Satellite Innovation 2022 campaign

and then adapted them for Twitter



74 new Linkedin Page followers 

achieved DURING the campaign

The profile of SatNews’ 
followers - Analysis



WE INCREASED POST REACTIONS 
BY  4,966.7% - 152 Reactions

DURING the campaign

Print screens of analtics taken

People started sharing the posts 
published on SATNEWS’ PAGE



Examples of LinkedIn + Twitter 

 post designs

Satellite Innovation 2022



Examples of LinkedIn + Twitter 

 post designs

MilSat 2022

Promo videos - published examples


